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Advances in traditional CMOS scaling 
techniques are reaching their limits, bring-
ing up the need for new materials and novel 
device designs. Along with these new materi-
als and designs comes a new emphasis on 
latent failure mechanisms and the need for 
more reliability testing. Failure mechanisms 
such as bias temperature instability (N-BTI 
and P-BTI) require high speed source and 
measure capability to resolve fast recovery 
affects. An examination of measurement 
techniques, including on-the-fly measure-
ments, will aid in implementing effective 
measurement solutions with the proper 
instrumentation.

Text Bias temperature instability (BTI) 
refers to instability in the threshold volt-
age (VTH) when a MOSFET is subjected to 
temperature stress. With analog applications 
such as matched transistor pairs, small shifts 
can lead to circuit failure. Many of the pro-
cess variations that affect matching of FETs 
can be mitigated by increasing the area of 

the transistor, which leaves BTI as the limit-
ing factor.

The need to monitor and control bias tem-
perature instability—both negative (NBTI) 
and positive (PBTI)—in both scaled CMOS 
and precision analog CMOS technologies 
is growing. The current JEDEC standard 

for NBTI identifies “NBTI recovery during 
interim measurements” as the concern that 
motivates reliability researchers to continue 
to refine test techniques. Experimental data 
reveals that the time slope of measured 
de gra da tion is strongly dependent on meas-
urement delay and measurement speed.

Several measurement techniques have 
been developed to minimize measurement 
delay and increase measurement speed while 
monitoring process-induced BTI shifts. 
Each of these techniques has benefits and 
drawbacks. Here we examine some of these 
techniques including on-the-fly measure-
ments and discuss the instrument require-
ments related to effective implementations 
of BTI application.

On-the-fly (OTF) techniques
BTI characterization is becoming a 

critical test in semiconductor design and 
fabrication. Denais et al. have proposed a 
method to minimize recovery dur ing interim 
measurements by using an indirect measure-
ment that could be correlated to VTH shifts. 
The interim measurement was designed to 
reduce the “off-stress” time by using only 
three measurements, as shown in Figure 1. 
Almost any parametric measurement system 
can support this technique. However, most 
GPIB-controlled instruments lack flexibility 
and are limited by GPIB communication 
time and the internal speed of the instrument. 
As a result, the device can remain unstressed 
for roughly 100ms during the measurement. 
These limitations can obscure visibility into 
degradation and recovery within the 100ms 
time limit.
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Figure 1. Off-stress time is greatly reduced using the on-the-fly (OTF) technique. Rather than 
performing exhaustive ID–VG sweeps (IDlin and IDsat) and extracting VTH, the OTF technique keeps 
the gate stressed and the drain voltage near ground.
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The most critical element in the implementation of OTF tech-
niques is the use of a high speed source-measure unit, or SMU. The 
high speed SMU provides a number of crucial capabilities. Perhaps 
the most important of these is fast continuous measurement rates with 
less than 100μs between successive measurements, which limits the 
effects of BTI. Fast source settling also maximizes source-measure 
speed as well as increasing measurement throughput. Another criti-
cal capability is a microsecond resolution time stamp. This ensures 
proper timing analysis and helps improve accuracy. Having a preci-
sion voltage source addresses the need for low voltage bias of the 
drain, which also helps ensure accurate measurements. Lastly, large 
data buffers help ensure continuous monitoring of device degrada-
tion and recovery.

Common OTF techniques
One common OTF technique involves monitoring only the drain 

current, sometimes referred to as the ID only technique. It involves 
providing a small bias on the drain of between 25–100mV and mak-
ing continuous drain current measurements. Here, the continuous 
sampling rate is critical.

One advantage is that the recovery dynamics of the BTI mech-
anism can be captured very shortly after the stress is removed. 
Experimentation suggests that the recovery dynamics show greater 
vari ability and sensitivity to process variation than the degradation 
dynamics.

Another technique is the OTF single point technique. This is 
much like the ID only technique, except that ID is measured in the 
linear region. The key point here is to mini mize degradation recov-
ery time by shortening the measurement time. Figure 3 illustrates an 
OTF single point measurement.

Some researchers may be concerned that many OTF techniques 
use indirect VTH measurement techniques that are too distantly 
related to the parameter of interest. For instance, monitoring only ID 
as the interim measurement may not provide enough visibility into 
actual VTH shifts, because other parametric shifts, such as mobility 
degradation due to interface states degradation, might have an impact 
on ID that is independent of that due to VTH.

The OTF VTH method simply replaces the three measure ments of 
the Denais OTF technique shown in Figure 1 with a sweep of a few 
points centered on the gm-max, as shown in Figure 2. The extracted 
VTH is potentially more accurate than the VTH extrapolated from just 
three measurements. Its accuracy, however, depends on the noise 
floor of the test system, the source settling speed, and the measure-
ment integration rate.

Instrumentation solutions
There are a broad range of SMU instruments that could be used 

to perform various BTI measurements with varying degrees of suc-
cess. There are attributes that contribute to better BTI measurement 
including source voltage slew rate, source settling time, measurement 
speed, measurement repeatability, and temporal repeatability of the 
test sequence.

Older SMUs tend to require several tens of milliseconds to apply 
a new set point voltage, settle to an acceptable level, and perform a 
precision measurement. These SMUs have limited use with respect 

to BTI measurements. More modern SMUs can perform a source-
delay-measure cycle in hundreds of microseconds or two orders of 
magnitude faster than older units. For best results, an SMU architec-
ture that can execute arbitrary source-delay-measure cycles across 
multiple channels without speed degradation is best. Additionally, it 
is paramount that the SMU timing be maintained for every device, 
even in a parallel test regime.

The measurements described here can be performed using 
Keithley’s Series 2600 System SourceMeter® instru ments. A single 
Model 2612 incorporates dual four-quadrant source-measure units and 
an embedded test script processor (TSP®), which allows the instru-
ment to perform a complete BTI characteriza tion independently.

The unique architecture of Keithley’s Series 2600 System 
SourceMeter instruments can typically complete the Denais OTF 
interim measurement and return the test structure to the stress condi-
tion in approximately 2ms. The 2600 System also features a continu-
ous sampling interval of 90μs with up to 50,000 data points stored in 
the instrument’s buffer. In addition, the 2600 System can achieve a 
short gate voltage disruption of approximately 200μs.

Figure 2. VTH OTF uses a short fast VG sweep centered on gm-max. 
This technique allows a 10-point sweep to be completed and the stress 
conditions returned in less than 5.4ms. If only ID is measured, the time is 
reduced to 3.8ms.

Figure 3. A scope shot of the source and drain voltages on a BTI test 
structure during a measurement cycle of the OTF single point technique 
using Keithley’s Series 2600 SourceMeter instrument. The structure is 
measured and returned to stress in 200µs, much faster than what is pos-
sible with traditional SMUs.
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Conclusion
Regardless of the technique employed, 

the best possible BTI measurements require 
very fast coordination of source and measure. 
Using OTF techniques without high speed 
source measurement instruments casts doubt 
on the accuracy of the lifetime prediction.
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